Agranification can be seen as a major economic growth in recent years, however, about half of farmers are of low productivity. This is a period when the agricultural sector is drawing a lot of attention. It seems to be the case that agriculture becomes a major growth driver to make up for the historical lag. It makes it inevitable to partner with China and Asia to push this towards ~35% to drive growth. Afghanistan's gross investment at ~18% of GDP has lagged behind by almost 5-10% to develop the economy. In Thailand, they have been making efforts to improve the economy of industrialization. It is true to push this towards ~35% to drive economic growth and the agricultural sector is a key element in this. In Afghanistan, the agricultural sector is a key element in the economy of industrialization. It is true to push this towards ~35% to drive economic growth and the agricultural sector is a key element in this. In Afghanistan, the agricultural sector is a key element in the economy of industrialization.
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SHARING OPPORTUNITIES
Three years ago, China, with its second-largest economy, and Pakistan, with a developing economy, signed a landmark $46 billion agreement to build a mega project called the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) along the historic Silk Road. The CPEC is expected to generate economic benefits of around $30 billion for the two countries. The CPEC will help upgrade Pakistan’s infrastructure, create jobs and bring investment. The CPEC project is expected to bring benefits of around $30 billion for the two countries.
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